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1. Comparing Plans

Decision-theoretic planning attempts to
combine the resources of classical AI planning
theory and contemporary decision theory. The
basic idea is that plans are assigned expected
values, and the planning agent chooses between
competing plans in terms of those expected
values. This complicates the search for plans
in predictable ways, and the natural inclination
of the planning theorist is to turn immediately
to the task of modifying existing algorithms or
finding new algorithms for use in decision-
theoretic-planning. The purpose of this paper
is to emphasize that there are logical problems
that must be solved before the decision-
theoretic-planning task is even well defined,
and to propose solutions to those problems.

The natural assumption is that if we can
assign expected values to plans, then the choice
between competing plans is made by simply
choosing the competitor with the highest ex-
pected value. I will argue that this assumption
is false. It fails because plans, unlike the acts
that are the subject of classical decision theory,
are structured objects that can be embedded
within one another. Consider a planning
agent residing in a realistic world in which
both its goals and its knowledge change over
time. What this rules out is the kind of toy
planning problems often encountered in AI,
where the planner has a small fixed set of goals
and a fixed knowledge base and is able to plan
once for all those goals simultaneously and
then stop. As a real agent acquires more knowl-
edge about its situation, it will typically form
new goals, and possibly reject earlier goals.
New goals may also be produced by internal
considerations. For example, human beings
get hungry, and batteries run down in robots.
Internal sensors may then produce new goals
in an automatic fashion.

Such a realistic planning agent exhibits two

important characteristics. First, it is never fin-
ished planning. As new goals and knowledge
arise, new planning with be required, and old
plans may have to be revised or withdrawn.
This is a continual, ongoing process. Some
plans will be acted upon while others are still
in the process of formation. The second char-
acteristic is a corollary of the fin, st. This is that
the planning agent cannot confine its planning
activities to global planning. It cannot be viewed
as constructing one big global plan for a fixed
set of goals. Instead, it must construct local
plans for limited goals, adopting such plans
provisionally, and then when conflicts are dis-
covered between provisionally adopted plans,
try to fix the conflicts by patching or replacing
some of the plans. There are two separate
reasons why the planner must engage in such
local planning: (1) A real agent acquires 
huge number of goals over an extended period
of time, and planning for all of them simulta-
neously is too hard. (2) Having to plan for all
of one’s goals simultaneously would require
continual replanning as goals change. Goals
change much more rapidly than global replan-
ning could occur, so the agent might never
actually come up with any plans.

The upshot of this is that realistic planning
must consist of (1) the provisional adoption 
local plans, and (2) patching the set of adopted
plans when conflicts are discovered. Now let
us look at the application of decision-theoretic-
planning to local plans.

The point of choosing plans is to direct
activity. In a given situation, the considerations
that make it reasonable to choose a plan must
also make it reasonable to act upon it. An
agent engaged in decision-theoretic-planning
will (1) search for plans, (2) choose between
competing plans that have been discovered, and
(3) direct activity on the basis of the plans thus
adopted. It must be emphasized that if it is
reasonable to choose a plan, it must be reason-
able to act upon it. This simple observation
has the consequence that, given two competing
plans, it is not automatically reasonable to
choose the plan with the higher expected value.
This is because a single plan may aim to satisfy
several different goals. The conflict may arise
from small parts of the plans, and the plan
having the higher expected value may get most
of that value from other parts of the plan that
do not conflict with its competitor. For instance,
plan A might be the plan to run two errands on
a single trip. The first errand consists of buying
paint at a certain store, and the second errand
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consists of going to the grocery store. Plan B
is the plan to buy paint at a different store,
located just as conveniently close to the grocery
store, but plan B does not include going to the
grocery store. Let us suppose that buying paint
from the second store would, by itself, be pref-
erable to buying paint from the f’a’st store. Nev-
ertheless, plan A may have a higher expected
value than plan B just because it also acquires
value as a result of the agent’s going to the
grocery store. Obviously, this would not be a
reasonable basis for adopting plan A. Instead,
the agent should construct a third plan C out
of the parts of plans A and B. C consists of
bu.ying the paint at the second store and then
going to the grocery store. This plan is prefer-
able to either of A or B. Accordingly, an agent
that has uncovered plans A and B should not
choose A on the grounds that it has a higher
expected value. Instead, the agent should con-
sider the structural relationship between A and
B and use that to propound and choose C. Note
that this is exactly what a human being would
do.

It is important to realize that in a situation
like the above, A’s having a higher expected
value than B does not even give us a defeasible
reason for choosing A. It cannot be presumed,
without examination, that A’s higher expected
value is not simply a result of its being a more
comprehensive plan, aimed at achieving more
goals. No rational choice can be made without
examining the structural relationships between
the competing plans.

These problems would not arise in a planner
that only had to choose between global plans.
But that is not an option that is available to a
realistic planning agent. Local plans must be
constructed and adopted provisionally. By its
very nature, local planning can produce plans
that vary in comprehensiveness. One local plan
may aim at some very specific goal, while an-
other (like the plan of running several errands
at once) may aim to achieve several goals. The
search for such "composite plans" will be an
important part of decision-theoretic-planning.
But plans of varying comprehensiveness cannot
be compared directly by looking at their ex-
pected values. That could be a matter of com-
paring apples and oranges.

A criterion of choice that accommodates
the above considerations can be constructed as
follows:

A is rationally preferable to B iff there is a
(possibly null) subplan D of B and a composite

A+D of A and D such that for every subplan
C of A and composite B+C of B and C, A+D
has a higher expected value than B 4C.

I call this "the coextendability criterion". The
relationship between the plans referenced in
this criterion is diagramed below.

I propose that this criterion should be ap-
plied more or less directly by a decision-
theoretic planner in choosing between compet-
ing plans. The criterion looks complicated,
but the message is the fairy simple one that a
planning agent cannot compare competing
plans blindly by just looking at their expected
values. Competing plans will typically vary in
comprehensiveness, in which case a comparison
of expected value tells us literally nothing. A
planner must engage in a more complicated
comparison that involves looking at the struc-
tures of the competing plans and seeking the
best plan that can be constructed out of their
subplans. This is a complex process, but no
simpler comparison can carry any rational
weight in the process of the agent’s deciding
what actions to take.

2. Choosing Plans

The coextendability criterion provides a ba-
sis for comparing plans, but this does not yet
provide a criterion for determining what plans
should be adopted. The coextendability crite-
rion can only be applied to plans that have
actually been produced by the plan search, but
under what circumstances can it be assumed
that the plan search has produced the plans
that, rationally, must be compared?

At this point it is useful to distinguish
between a theory of reasoning and a theory of
warrant. A theory of reasoning tells us how a
rational agent should proceed in drawing con-
clusions at any given point. Reasoning is de-
feasible in the sense that it can lead to the
adoption of a conclusion at one time and then
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mandate its retraction later, either as a result
of additional reasoning, or as a result of the
acquisition of new information. If a rational
agent has reasoned correctly up to the present
time, then in one sense of "justified" its conclu-
sions are justified. As a result of further rea-
soning, and without any new input, some of
those conclusions may become unjustified, and
may subsequently become justified again, and
so on. Warranted conclusions are conclusions
that would be justified "in the long run". More
precisely, a potential conclusion is warranted
iff, if reasoning could proceed without limit, a
point would be reached where the conclusion
would become justified and would never sub-
sequently become unjustified just as a result of
further reasoning.

Wan’ant is an ideal notion. It is, in a certain
sense, the target at which a reasoner aims. A
theory of practical warrant can reasonably ap-
peal to all possible plans:

The decision to adopt a plan A is practically
warranted iff there is no (logically con-
structible) plan that is rationally preferable
toA.

As a theory of warrant, this may be reasonable,
but as a theory of practical reasoning, it would
be preposterous. We cannot require a rational
agent to survey all possible plans before decid-
ing what to do. In practical deliberation, a
planner will produce candidate plans to be con-
sidered for adoption, and then a theory of prac-
tical reasoning should is tell us what conclusions
to draw on the basis of the consideration of a
limited (usually very small) set of candidate
plans. Given that we have tried to construct
relevant plans in a reasonable way and have
reached justified conclusions about their ex-
pected values, how can we make a justified
decision about what acts to perform? As a
first approximation we might try the following:

The decision to adopt a plan A is practically
justified iff a rationally satisfactory search
for plans has been conducted and it led to
the discovery of no plan that we are justified
in believing to be rationally preferable to
A.

The main problem with this initial formulation
turns upon the fact that we can have two com-
peting plans neither of which is preferable to
the other. In such a case, let us say that the
two plans are tied. Following Bratman [1987],

I call such cases "Buridan cases".
To make progress with Buridan cases, we

must first understand what it is for plans to
compete. Competing plans are plans that in
some sense conflict, so that the agent cannot
reasonably adopt them both. Standard decision-
theory takes the notion of competing alterna-
fives as primitive and unanalyzed, but we must
do better if we are to incorporate it into the
design of a rational agent. Under what circum-
stances must the agent choose between plans?
It is initially tempting to suppose that plans
compete iff it is impossible for both plans to
be successfully executed. But this is much too
strong a notion of competition. Plans can "in-
terfere" with each other without rendering one
another impossible. For example, executing
one plan may make it more difficult to execute
another. This can happen because the agent
becomes tired, consumes resources, is left fur-
ther from some important location, etc. Ex-
ecuting one plan may also affect the expected
values of other plans by changing the values
of the goals at which they aim. For example,
drinking orange juice becomes less desirable
after eating a dill pickle. All of these consider-
ations can make it desirable to choose between
two plans rather than executing both. A first
attempt at capturing this notion of competition
is as follows:

Two plans A and B compete strictly iff every
composite of A and B has a lower expected
value than the maximum of the expected
values of A and B alone.

This analysis proceeds in terms of the notion
of composites of two plans, which I assume to
make sense, but its precise definition will turn
on the kinds of plans envisioned. I will also
help myself to the notion of one plan being a
subplan of (contained in) another.

The idea behind strict competition is that
plans compete just in case it would be better to
execute one rather than both. Strict competition
would be a satisfactory criterion for competition
if we had only global plans to compare, but
for rather subtle reasons, it fails for local plans.
The difficulty is that if A and B are multi-step
plans, then even though there is a composite
A+B having a higher expected value than either
A or B, we may still not want to execute both
A and B. This is because there may be a third
.plan C such that (1) A is a subplan of C, (2) 
is a subplan of A+B, and (3) C has a higher
expected value than any of A, B, or A+B. For
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instance, consider a human agent that finds itself
in the embarrassing position of having social
commitments to have dinner at two different
places (and times) the same evening. Plan 
is the plan to eat a normal dinner at Jones’
house, and plan B is the plan to eat a normal
dinner at Smith’s house. The situation may be
such that it would be better to do both rather
than just one, despite the predictable intestinal
discomfort. Thus the two plans do not compete
strictly. But perhaps a better alternative is to
attend both dinner parties, eating a normal meal
at Jones’ house, but then eating only desert at
Smith’s house. This is a plan C that is con-
strutted out of plan A and just part of plan B.
The availability of this plan makes it preferable
not to adopt A+B. On the other hand, because
A is a subplan of C, executing C involves ex-
ecuting A. So it seems reasonable to say that
there is a conflict between A and B, and that A
should be chosen (as part of C).

This notion of competition can be made
precise as follows:

A and B compete iff there is a composite
A+B of A and B and a subplan C of A+B
such that (1) either A or B is a subplan 
C, (2) the expected value of C is greater
than that of either A or B, and (3) the ex-
pected value of C is greater than the expected
value of every composite of A and B.

It can be proven that if one plan is rationally
preferable to another, in the sense of the coex-
tendability criterion adumbrated above, then
they compete in the present sense (see my
[1992]). Note that for global plans, this concept
of competition reduces to strict competition,
because global plans cannot be subplans of one
another.

Now let us return to Buridan cases. Buridan
cases are cases in which competing plans are
tied. The basic observation about Bufidan cases
is that in deciding what actions to perform, a
rational agent chooses at random between the
tied plans. However, this is only a remark
about the actions performed as a result of the
planning, and not directly a remark about the
planning process. At some point a random
choice must be made, but that could be either
(1) a random choice between competing plans,
resulting in one of the tied plans being adopted
at random, or (2) a random choice between the
actions dictated by the tied plans, without either
of the tied plans ever being adopted in its own
fight. This is really a question about the control

structure of the rational agent. At what point
in the architecture is the random choice made?
The simplest suggestion would be that a random
choice between plans is made immediately upon
producing the competing plans. However, it
takes little reflection to see that, in human be-
ings, things are more complicated than that.
Suppose I plan to buy paint to paint my garage,
but there are two paint stores between which I
cannot initially decide. Eventually, I may de-
cide on The Flaming Rainbow, because it is on
my route to the grocery store. That makes the
plan to buy the paint there preferable to the
plan to buy it at the other store. But what
happened prior to my deciding to go to the
grocery store? I did not initially decide at
random to buy the paint at one of the stores,
and then later change my mind because I had a
better reason to buy it at the other store. What
I did was decide to either buy the paint at The
Flaming Rainbow or buy it at The Chartreuse
Flamingo, but I did not at that point decide
arbitrarily to adopt one plan rather than the
other. Instead, I stored the set consisting of
the two competing plans and waited until I
had some basis for choosing between them.

This indicates that if an agent has a set of
plans that are tied and between which it cannot
decide, the rational decision is the disjunctive
decision to execute one of these plans. Eventu-
ally the agent must decide between the plans,
and if there is still no objective basis for doing
so then the decision must be made at random.
The time at which a decision must finally be
made is the time at which one of the plans first
requires something be done.

These remarks suggest the following prin-
ciple for rational plan adoption.

(PA) The decision to disjunctively adopt 
set of plans S is practically justified iff (1)
if S has more than one member then any
two members of S are justifiably believed
to compete, (2) a rationally satisfactory
search for plans has been conducted, and
(3) either:
(i) S has a single member A, andfor every

plan B discovered by the plan search,
if we are justified in believing that B
competes with A, then we are justified
in believing that A is preferable to B
(in this case, A is adopted outfight); 

(ii) (a) has more th an one member,
(b) the plan search has led to the dis-
covery of no plan that we are justified
in believing to be rationally preferable
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to any member of S, and
(c) for every plan B not in S, if B 
justifiably believed to compete with ev-
ery member of S, then some member
of S is justifiably believed to be prefer-
able to B.

3. Defeasible Reasons
for Plan Adoptions

Principle (PA) makes essential reference
to the concept of a rationally satisfactory search
for plans. Just what does that involve? It
might be supposed that a rationally adequate
search must at least produce all of the "most
obvious" candidate plans before the agent is
justified in adopting the best candidate plan.
But this proposal should be rejected. A crucial
feature of reasoning is that it must be "inter-
ruptible". In general, there will always be more
reasoning that could be done, but the agent
may have to take action before it can do more
reasoning. Rational thought must be such that,
when the agent has to act, it is reasonable to
act on the basis of its current justified conclu-
sions, even if there always remains the pos-
sibility of those conclusions being retracted at
a later time. This is an essential characteristic
of justification, either epistemic or practical.
This is virtually a definition of justification --
justified conclusions are those it is reasonable
to act upon at the present time.

A noteworthy fact about human beings is
that in many (perhaps most) cases of routine
planning, no more than a single plan for achiev-
ing a particular goal is ever produced. We do
not generate a large number of different candi-
date plans and then choose between them. We
produce a single plan, and if it is "sufficiently
good", we are willing to act upon it without
engaging in further search. This is essentially
Herbert Simon’s [1977] observation that we
often satisfice rather than maximize. One plan
that is always available to us is the null plan
(the empty set of instructions), which has 
expected-value of zero. For any other plan to
be such that it is reasonable to act upon it, the
agent must reasonably believe that it is better
than null plan, i.e., that it has a positive
expected-value. Let us take this to be our official
definition of a plan being minimally good. My
suggestion is that if, at the time an agent must
act, only a single new plan has been uncovered,
and to the best of the agent’s knowledge it

does not compete with any of the previously
adopted plans, then it is reasonable to act upon
that plan iff the agent justifiably believes that
it is a minimally good plan. This suggests in
turn that as soon as a plan is discovered and
evaluated as minimally good, it becomes defea-
sibly reasonable to adopt that plan. This practi-
cal decision must be defeasible, however, be-
cause if another plan is subsequently produced
and judged to be preferable to the first, then
the adoption of the f’n’st plan should be retracted
and the new plan adopted in its place.1

Given the right structure for rationally sat-
isfactory searches, the following principle cap-
tures the preceding observations and can be
regarded as a corollary of (PA):

(P1) "A is a minimally good plan" is a defea-
sible reason for adopting A.

Principle (P1) formulates only a defeasible
reason for adopting A. To get a grasp of what
the defeaters for (P1) should be, suppose the
plan search produces a new candidate plan A,
and the agent must decide whether to adopt it.
There are four possibilities: (a) the agent might
simply adopt A; (b) the agent might adopt 
while retracting the adoption of some previously
adopted plans or disjunctive set of plans to
which A is rationally preferable; (c) the agent
might decline to adopt A on the grounds that it
competes with another plan that is rationally
preferable to it; (d) the agent might incorporate
A into a disjunctive set of tied plans and dis-
junctively adopt the set.

In deciding whether to adopt A, the agent
should first check to see whether A is minimally
good. If it is, then the agent has a defeasible
reason for adopting it. If the agent is unaware
of any conflicts with previously adopted plans,
then A should be adopted. In other words, the
agent is in situation (a). But if the agent notes
that a plan B that competes with A has also
been adopted, the agent must investigate wheth-
er A is preferable to B. If A is judged to be
preferable to B, then the agent has a defeasible
reason for adopting A and retracting B. This is
situation (b). If the agent judges B to be prefer-
able to A, then it should decline to adopt A but
retain B. This is situation (c). Situations (b)
and (c) could be handled with the help of 

1 Simon’s official definition of satisficing

([1977], pg. 173) does not incorporate
de feasibility.
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single defeater for (P1):

"B is justifiably believed to be rationally
preferable to A" is a defeater for (P1).

However, this defeater need not be adopted as
a separate principle because it is a consequence
of a more general defeater that is needed to
handle situation (d):

(P2) "B is justifiably believed to compete with
A and A is not justifiably believed to be
preferable to B" is a defeater for (P1).

When applied to the case of ties, (P2) defeats
the adoption of the individual members of the
tied plan-sets. In this case, we need a principle
supplementing (P1) that governs disjunctive
adoption:

(P3) "B l,...,Bn are justifiably believed to com-
pete pairwise, each is justifiably believed
to be minimally good, and none is justifiably
believed to be preferable to another" is a
prima facie reason for disjunctively adopt-
ing {B1,...,Bn}.

Note that (P1) is a special case of (P3). 
thermore, the defeater formulated by (P2)
should also be a defeater for (P3):

(P4) "B is justifiably believed to compete with
each of B1,...,B~ and no B~ is justifiably be-
lieved to be preferable to B" is a defeater
for (P3).

Reasoning with principles (P1)-(P4) should
lead to the same disjunctive adoptions as rea-
soning with principle (PA).

7. The Doxastification of Planning

For two different reasons, practical reason-
ing is defeasible. First, practical decisions are
based upon beliefs supplied by epistemic cog-
nition. If those beliefs are retracted, the practical
decisions based upon them must also be re-
tracted. Second, plan adoption proceeds in ac-
cordance with principles (P1)-(P4), and those
are themselves principles of defeasible practical
reasoning. This introduces an important com-
plication into the theory of practical rationality.
It is insufficient to just state the defeasible rea-
sons and defeaters for practical reasoning. We
must also describe the structure of the reasoning

itself. This is no simple task. The extensive
literature on defeasible epistemic reasoning am-
ply demonstrates how complex it is. Defeasible
practical reasoning promises to be equally com-
plex. Must we construct an entire inference
engine for defeasible practical reasoning? Re-
flection on human thought suggests an intrigu-
ing way of handling this. Rather than requiring
separate computational modules for defeasible
epistemic reasoning and defeasible practical
reasoning, human cognition sometimes makes
do with a single module dedicated to epistemic
reasoning, and then integrates practical reason-
ing into that module using a technical trick.
The trick involves "doxastifying" normative
judgments. Corresponding to the adoption of
a plan is the "epistemic judgment" (i.e., belief)
that it should be an adopted plan. This judgment
can be epistemic in name only. It requires no
"objective fact" to anchor it or give it truth
conditions. It is merely a computational device
whose sole purpose is to allow us to use defea-
sible epistemic reasoning to accomplish defea-
sible practical reasoning. Let us abbreviate" A
should be an adopted plan" (where this is 
practical ’should’)as" A is adoptabld’. Simd-
larly, let us say that a set of plans is disjunctively-
adoptable iff it should be disjunctively adopted.
A plan is adoptable iff its unit set is
disjunctively-adoptable. Then principles
(P1)--(P4) can be rewritten as rules for epistemic
reasoning about plans being adoptable and sets
of plans being disjunctively-adoptable.

Consider the following array of epistemic
prima facie reasons and defeaters:

(El) "A is a minimally good plan" is a defea-
sible reason for" A is adoptable".

(E2a) "B competes with A and B is minimally
good" is a defeasible undercutting defeater
for (E 1).

(E2b) "A is preferable to B" is a conclusive
undercutting defeater for (E2a).

(E3) 1 .. .. ,B ~ compete pairwise and each is
minimally good" is a prima facie reason
for"{ B1,...,B~} is disjunctively-adoptable".

(E4a) "One of B~,...,B, preferable to another"
is a conclusive undercutting defeater for
(E3).

(E4b) "B is minimally good and competes with
each of B1 .... ,Bn" is a defeasible undercutting
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defeater for (E3).

(E4c) "Some i i s preferable to B" i s acon-
clusive undercutting defeater for (E4b).

With this array of prima facie reasons and de-
featers, the epistemic reasoner will conclude
that a plan is adoptable iff a properly constructed
defeasible practical reasoner would adopt the
plan, and it will conclude that a set of plans is
disjunctively-adoptable iff a properly construct-
ed defeasible practical reasoner would disjunc-
tively adopt the set of plans.2 To illustrate,
suppose we have a prima facie reason of the
form (P1) for adopting A, but we also have 
defeater of the form (P2). Then we will have
a prima facie reason of the form (El) for con-
cluding that A is adoptable, and a defeater of
the form (E2a) for this prima facie reason, and
we will lack a defeater defeater of the form
(E2b). The upshot of this is that the same
practical reasoning can be accomplished by cou-
pling the defeasible epistemic reasoner with a
much simpler practical reasoner that adopts or
retracts plans on the basis of epistemic judg-
ments to the effect that they are or are not
adoptable.

It is important to realize that the terms
’adoptable’ (or ’should be adopted’) and
’disjunctively-adoptable’ are not given defini-
tions in this account. They are just placeholders
in epistemic reasoning. Their purpose is to
give the reasoning the fight structure to imple-
ment the planning architecture. I will refer to
this reduction of defeasible practical reasoning
to defeasible epistemic reasoning as the doxas-
tification of practical reasoning, because it re-
duces defeasible practical reasoning to epis-
temic reasoning about beliefs.

My intent is to implement this doxastified
practical reasoning in OSCAR. In its current
incarnation, OSCAR is a programmable archi-

tecture for a rational agent, based upon a
general-purpose defeasible reasoner. It is par-
tially described in my [1992a] and [1994], and
is available by FTP.
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